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Operating Instructions for Programming Software

Ⅰ Operation prior to starting the program

1. Driver installed

Unzip the compressed file, right click on it and choose to unzip it to current folder.

The decompressed file is shown as below, open it and there are two sets of program files;
programming files supports WINDOWS 7 and XP systems; enter 32-bits or 64-bits software package
from your computer system.

2. Double click on icons below and open software to enter the programming interface and edit
pictures and texts
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Ⅱ Operation instructions for hot wheel programming software

1 Text editing

Open the software and set proper languages; it is the preview dialog box on the left and the text and
symbol input area on the right; input all texts and COPY fonts into the text box.

Choose the color of input texts in the color box in the interface.

Click and an interface is shown as below. Choose square Chinese character and input
texts are shown square in the round preview area instead; otherwise, they are shown round in the
preview area. Click buttons on the right to change fonts up and down, right and left and to set the
space.
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Click to finish editing after inputting, return to main page and edited texts are automatically saved as

pattern NO1. In case of continuing to input texts, click again.

2. Picture editing

1) Graffiti pictures are generated in the main page; choose a color in the color box and draw a
picture in the round preview area; the round preview area can be zoomed in and out by the magnifier
and minifier in the edit window.
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Then, move to next image-text editing and the picture edited will be automatically generated.

2) Existing picture input; click and choose a picture from files provided by the
manufacturer or other saved pictures. The picture format can be JPG, BMP or PNG and the color
should be bright best.

The picture forms is an independent interface; in case of inputting another picture, current picture
must be closed.
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Drag four corners and side boudneries of the forms to adjsut the display pistion of pictures in the
wheel area, remove or reserve the part you want. Attention: the hollow circle in the wheel area
cannot be shown in the picture.

Pictures are previewed and generated successively; adjust the size and slide the tolerance button
to change the range and color, e.g.:
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Slide the button to right to enlarge the tolerance range; choose more colors to darken the color

Slide the button to right Preview picture effect Generate picture effect

Side the button left to narrow the tolerance range; choose less colors to weaken the color:

Attention: do not click to generate and check flash effect before previewing the picture.

Preview picture Generate picture

Final picture repair; in case of partial differences in picture color and background after adjusting
the picture, repair it as below:
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Repair small color differences with different colors by the brush

After picture repair;

3) Single picture saving; click and save edited single pictures as PIC file which can be
directly quoted at any time.

Then, edit and input more pictures and texts, 21 at most; the program sets a fixed picture display time
(15s).

3. File saving; the program will automatically generate a file record number.

In case that a series of no more than 21 pictures are generated, click in the program box and
save it as a BIN file which can be directly quoted.

Ⅲ Download pictures and texts after finishing editing.

1. Please insert an end of the USB data line provided by the manufacturer into the USB interface in
the lamp and the other into the USB interface of computer. Then, connected USB will be shown
at the bottom of the program model:
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Click download button directly to download all pictures and texts edited; blue program bar shows the
percent (5-6min); download finish will be prompted.

Put out and keep the USB data line well after download finish. Install the light on the wheel as per
the installation video and description!


